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Huge Art In Small Rooms: The Design
Insiders’ Trick
You don’t need capacious rooms to enjoy oversize artwork. In fact, a big canvas
in a small space is a favorite design formula

STEP RIGHT IN In a tiny new York foyer, designer Tamara Eaton counterintuitively
installed a wall-filling painting by Tyler Hays. PHOTO: FRANCIS DZIKOWSKI/OTTO
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BUT WHERE will I put it?” you ask yourself as your heart swells with desire for a

painting you’re not even sure will squeeze through your front door. And then the

chorus of hoary truisms joins in: “It’ll overwhelm the room.” “You’ll never get

away from it.” Well, yes it will, and no you can’t, but that’s the point, so put it on

the wall, say designers, even if it fills the entire wall.

“The myth that big art will make a small room smaller should be killed along with

[the one about] painting rooms white to make them feel bigger,” said Adam

Rolston of INC Architecture and Design, in New York. He completely covered a

wall—the only one free of glass or millwork in a bright but petite bedroom—with

an enormous 12-foot-by-6-foot Japanese Meiji-period screen. As a backdrop to the
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neutral, low-profile platform bed, the artwork “dominates the room in a grand and

luxuriant manner,” he said.

For designers, from rigid minimalists to reckless maximalists, the term “dominate”

has meaning beyond the bedroom: Every space needs an alpha object. Beckoning

the eye to roam is important, but it must have a focal point, said New York designer

Eve Robinson. Big art can do that. For the 2016 Kips Bay Designer Showhouse,

Ms. Robinson placed a commanding 53-inch-by-90-inch drawing by New York

artist Zipora Fried in a small library. From a distance the piece reads like a giant

two-toned color-field work. But the compact space forces you to notice the artist’s

characteristically rigorous process of applying thousands of strokes, a feathery

effect that is best appreciated at close range.

Big art in a modern room can function like intarsia, the craft of wood inlay from

Renaissance Italy that expanded the perception of a room’s size with depictions of

vistas, furnishings or other chambers. Bicoastal designer Cy Carter installed a 12-

foot-by-9-foot painting by London artist Alexis Marguerite Teplin in a 13-foot-by-

13-foot study. “It’s like you’re stepping into the piece, an Alice in Wonderland sort

of kaleidoscopic experience,” he said of the abstract work constructed with

painterly daubs of color. “Rather than overwhelm, the right art can make the space

feel bigger.”

“It’s as though you crawled inside the painting,” said a client of Tamara Eaton of a

bold canvas the designer hung in the tiny entry way of an apartment on

Manhattan’s Upper West Side (shown here). The homeowner also appreciated the

expedience of hanging the wall-consuming work by Tyler Hays, founder of New



York furniture company BDDW: “[The big art] eliminates the need to overdecorate

with other objects—the job is done.” Ms. Eaton completed the space by painting

the surrounding surfaces with Benjamin Moore’s Chrome Green and installing a

log-like bench, both of which underlined the canvas’s primitive quality. New York

designer Phillip Thomas endorses the approach: “A large painting helps open up a

room by creating visual texture and color in an otherwise limited space that does

not allow for lots of materials.”

Like high-gloss paint or a mirror, large art can manipulate light. New Orleans

designer Penny Francis included an 8-foot-by-6-foot painting by local pop-artist

Ashley Longshore—a favorite of celebrity collectors such as Blake Lively,

Penélope Cruz and Salma Hayek—in a New Orleans client’s pale monochromatic

bedroom. The piece, a canvas covered in gold leaf from which a portrait of a

woman wearing a towering hat of pink flowers emerges, “reflects a soft golden

light throughout the bedroom,” Ms. Francis said.

Liz Garvey, owner of New York’s Garvey Simon gallery, usually advises against

mounting a busy or “obsessive” composition in a small space, but a client recently

installed a large realist painting by Maine-based Alan MaGee that zooms in so

closely on beach stones they almost fill the canvas. “Its overall blue and gray

tonality allowed it to work perfectly,” she said. But more important, she added,

“spending time in a space with a piece of art that you love and makes you happy

trumps everything.”


